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About This Game

One day while staying at the distant city Gailville, Terret receives a letter asking for help in his native Ganzer Village. The
village is situated in a small country Dasthir - a country full of legends and mysteries. Urgently come to the village headman,

Terret learns from him that his uncle was gone a few days ago. The headman suggested that this has connected with the legend
of the "Red Dragoons" and recently appeared from somewhere monsters. Terret must find around Dasthir his uncle, and

understand why the monsters have appeared in these places.

The Land of Dasthir" features:
• Fight with your opponents in the 1vs1 mode

• No ordinary enemies. Only bosses, and to each of the bosses need their own tactics
• Resources in the game is limited, so use them wisely
• A small, but at the same time, a compact game world

• At one moment, your actions can change the outcome of the events of the game
• The game supports Steam achievements and trading cards
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the land of dasthir-profilhintergrund. the land of dasthir. the land of dasthir steam badge. the land of dasthir background. the
land of dasthir - tło profilu. the land of dasthir profile background. фон профиля из the land of dasthir. the land of dasthir
steam. the land of dasthir badge. steam the land of dasthir profile background

This is not a good game!!. Another bad gamemaker game.. If you can't be bothered to proofread (or hire a proofreader) for your
game that has a large amount of text then why should I be bothered to play it?. INDIE TRASH
YOU'RE BETTER OFF PLAYING A PROPER PS1/PS2/NES GAME THAN WASTING YOUR TIME ON THIS TRASH
0/10 SHAME ON THE GAME DEV. I feel like this game was neither proofread nor playtested before release here. The janky
grammar and bad translation(?) definitely feel like older jrpgs, but I'm not sure that should be billed as a selling point. And the
first fight--or at least the only one I can locate--appears to be impossible. This is NOT "an example of what can be achieved
using RPG Maker, while working with the basic engine features". This is, in its current state, a rather sad and unplayable
example of how to feel ripped off while spending less than 60 cents.. This is not a good game!!. great game ,recommend for
anyone. I have finished the game although it has many bugs.
The achievements have broken pictures.
I have found many empty bottle but i can't fill it at the pond; I have the crystal but i can't give it to the shopkepper, so i cna't get
the achievements done.
I don't recommend it.
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RPG Maker strikes again! This is another low effort retro-pixel JRPG ripoff spamming the Steam catalog, made with the RPG
Maker video game construction kit... in their own words, "Our easy to use tools are simple enough for a child."

This isn't even a good RPG Maker game.

Gamers who want a good retro gaming experience would be better off playing the original Final Fantasy games or one of the
better RPG Maker games.. Is it just me or is the first enemy in the game (Sharr) unbeatable... I have 140 hp and i just get
stunlocked with Confusion, Deep Sleep, Confusion, Terret hit himself for 25 damage, Sharr attacks! -21 damage, Terret attacks,
miss. Sharr used confusion, Terret hits himself for 24 damage <GAME OVER>. Normal oldschool RPG.. I did not use this
game to farm trading cards.. https://youtu.be/ndt6p_r46WQ

A slow narrative start is only diminished more the errors in the writing. Opening with no combat abilities provides only the
blandest first taste of what the game has to offer.
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